





















Cosmogenic nuclide dating to determine timings of huge tsunami using boulders 
derived from a dike of quartz porphyry in Hashigui-iwa facing the Nankai Trough,
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研究成果の概要（英文）：We carried out field surveys at Hashigui-iwa in October 2014 to take rock 
samples from the surface of the boulders for cosmogenic nuclide dating. We also took some samples 
from volcanic dike itself to compare ages with those of the boulders. We used electric disk grinder 
with diamond blade to take off rock surfaces thinly less than two centimeters in thickness. We took 
rock samples more than ten kilograms at each place because expected age must have been younger than 
a few thousand years BP. We finally took six samples for cosmogenic nuclide dating there.Cosmogenic 
nuclide dating can be used to determine timing of huge tsunamis. We supposed to  use beryillium-10 
which occur in minerals in rocks, such as quartz, however, could not determine the cosmogenic dates 
due to a serious dating machine trouble.  The result of tsunami ages was reported using alternative 
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